Roll and Cover (1-20)

**Materials:** die, counters, gameboard for each player

Work with a partner. Roll a die and cover that number of monkeys on your board with a counter. Keep taking turns until one of you has covered all the monkeys on your board.
Roll and Cover (1-20)

**Materials:** die, counters, gameboard for each player
Work with a partner. Roll a die and cover that number of turtles on your board with a counter. Keep taking turns until one of you has covered all the turtles on your board.
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**Materials:** die, counters, gameboard for each player

Work with a partner. Roll a die and cover that number of ducks on your board with a counter. Keep taking turns until one of you has covered all the ducks on your board.
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**Materials:** die, counters, gameboard for each player

Work with a partner. Roll a die and cover that number of koalas on your board with a counter. Keep taking turns until one of you has covered all the koalas on your board.
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**Materials:** die, counters, gameboard for each player

Work with a partner. Roll a die and cover that number of penguins on your board with a counter. Keep taking turns until one of you has covered all the penguins on your board.
I have __. I need __ more to fill my ten frames.

I have __ counters on my ten frames.

I have __. I need __ more to fill my ten frames.

I have __ counters on my ten frames.